In cellular networks, the locations of the RAN elements are determined mainly based on the long-term traffic behavior. However, when the random and hard-to-predict spatio-temporal distribution of the traffic (load, demand) does not fully match the fixed locations of the RAN elements (supply), some performance degradation becomes inevitable. The concept of multi-tier cells (heterogeneous networks, HetNets) has been introduced in 4G networks to alleviate this mismatch. However, as the traffic distribution deviates more and more from the long-term average, even the HetNet architecture will have difficulty in coping with the erratic supply-demand mismatch, unless the RAN is grossly over-engineered (which is a financially non-viable solution). In this article, we study the opportunistic utilization of low-altitude unmanned aerial platforms equipped with BSs (i.e., drone-BSs) in future wireless networks. In particular, we envisage a multi-tier drone-cell network complementing the terrestrial HetNets. The variety of equipment and non-rigid placement options allow utilizing multi-tier drone-cell networks to serve diversified demands. Hence, drone-cells bring the supply to where the demand is, which sets new frontiers for the heterogeneity in 5G networks. We investigate the advancements promised by dronecells and discuss the challenges associated with their operation and management. We propose a drone-cell management framework (DMF) benefiting from the synergy among SDN, network functions virtualization, and cloud computing. We demonstrate DMF mechanisms via a case study, and numerically show that it can reduce the cost of utilizing drone-cells in multi-tenancy cellular networks.
IntroductIon
Transportation and communication technologies are major contributors to our lifestyles. Combining the state-of-the-art advancements in these two technologies, drone-assisted mobile communications has gained momentum rapidly. Drones equipped with transceivers, that is, drone base stations (drone-BSs) forming drone-cells, can help satisfy the demands of future wireless networks [1] . 1 Moreover, they can utilize the latest radio access technologies (RATs), such as millimeter-wave (mmWave) and free-space optical communication (FSO) . Miscellaneous assets of drones and placement options provide the opportunity to create multi-tier drone-cell networks to enhance connectivity whenever, wherever, and however needed. Therefore, the main advantage of drone-cells is the radical flexibility they create.
The phenomenon of providing ubiquitous connectivity to diversified user and device types is the key challenge for fifth generation (5G) and beyond 5G wireless networks. The Achilles' heel of the proposed technologies, such as decreasing cell size, cloud radio access networks (C-RANs), distributed antenna systems (DASs), and heterogeneous network (HetNet) deployments, is their rather rigid design based on longterm traffic behavior [2] . In case of unexpected and temporary events creating hard-to-predict inhomogeneous traffic demand [3] , such as natural disasters, traffic congestions, and concerts, wireless networks may need additional support to maintain ubiquitous connections. Dronecells address this need by increasing relevance between the distributions of supply (BSs) and demand (user traffic). They can be used opportunistically to leverage the heterogeneity, that is, by dynamically deploying BSs with different power levels and RATs.
Although discussions on utilizing drone-cells in cellular networks have flourished recently [1, 4] , the readiness of cellular networks to employ such dynamic nodes has not been discussed. For instance, drone-cells require seamless integration to the network during their activity and seamless disintegration when their service duration is over. This requires the capability of configuring the network efficiently, for which configuration and management flexibilities, and self-organizing capabilities of the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks may not be adequate. Hence, updating the network, such as for adding new applications, tools, and technologies, is time and money consuming [5] . Also, massive amounts of granular information about users and networks must be continuously collected and analyzed by intelligent algorithms. Collecting, storing, and processing big data is challenging for existing wireless networks [2] . Moreover, it is not yet clear how to balance centralized (e.g., mobile cloud) and distributed (e.g., mobile edge computing) paradigms [5] .
Recent proposals for future wireless network architectures aim to create a flexible network with improved agility and resilience. Cloud computing, software-defined networking (SDN), and network functions virtualization (NFV) have been proposed to relax the entrenched structure of wireless networks, increase openness, ease configuration, and utilize cloud computing for storing and analyzing big data. At the same time, these technologies may decouple the roles in the business model into infrastructure providers (InPs), mobile virtual network operators (MVNOs), and service providers (SPs) [6] , which also changes the owners and sources of information. In order to utilize drone-cells in future wireless networks, we propose a drone-cell management framework (DMF), and discuss the related business and information models. The proposed framework relies on creating intelligence from big data in the cloud and reconfiguring the network accordingly by SDN and NFV. In the following section, we describe the drone-cells, the motivations for utilizing them in wireless networks, and the challenges. Then we introduce DMF, and discuss business and information models and challenges. Finally, we demonstrate the fundamental principles of DMF via a case study. The Conclusion section closes the article.
descrIptIons, opportunItIes, And chAllenGes
A drone-BS is a low-altitude 2 unmanned aerial vehicle equipped with transceivers to assist wireless networks [1] , and a drone-cell is the corresponding coverage area. The size of a drone-cell varies based on the drone-BS's altitude, location, transmission power, RATs, antenna directivity, type of drone, and the characteristics of the environment. Hence, multi-tier drone-cell networks can be constructed by utilizing several drone types, which is similar to terrestrial HetNets with macro-, small-, femtocells, and relays. A multi-tier drone-cell network architecture, assisting the terrestrial HetNets in several cases, is depicted in Fig. 1 . Drone-cells are useful in scenarios requiring agility and resiliency of wireless networks because they can prevent over-engineering. These type of scenarios can be categorized as temporary, unexpected, and critical, as shown in Table 1 , where relevant test cases of the METIS 3 project are listed [8] . Based on the scenario, the benefit to the network from a drone-cell varies. For instance, in traffic jam, stadium, and dense urban information society scenarios, a drone-cell can help prevent unexpected or temporary congestion in the network. Alternatively, drone-cells can improve resilience of wireless networks by providing additional coverage in case of a natural disaster, or by enabling teleprotection for the smart grid.
Critical scenarios have challenging demands, such as very high data rates, high reliability, or low energy consumption. Beyond the benefits to the network, providing connectivity in some of these scenarios is important to prevent serious losses, for example, by saving lives in emergency communications, or increasing the lifetime of sensors and actuators in hard-to-reach areas. In case of emergency communications and tele-control applications, drone-cells can enable high data rates and reliability, especially for situations in which the conventional modes of wireless access are either not present or difficult to establish.
Mobility of drone-cells enables them to serve users with high mobility and data rate demand (e.g., for traffic efficiency and safety) [8] . Alternatively, sensor-type devices requiring low energy consumption can benefit from drone-cells. Instead of forcing low-power devices to transmit to farther BSs, or deploying small cells densely, mobile sinks can be used. A drone-BS can move toward clusters of devices and provide low-power communication due to its proximity and potential lineof-sight (LOS) connectivity. In particular, when unexpected events trigger massive sensor activity, drone-cells can reduce the overall stress on the network and increase the lifetime of sensors. Note that the critical scenarios, in which the conventional wireless access options are not feasible, may render them as the first applications of drone-cells in providing (almost) carrier-grade service.
Although the flexibility of drone-cells allows utilizing them in versatile scenarios, it creates significant design, operation, and management challenges, which are discussed next.
chAllenGes of drone-cells
Efficient Design: Drones have been utilized for military, surveillance, and reconnaissance applications for a long time. However, their usage in cellular communications as droneBSs is a novel concept under investigation. For instance, a preliminary implementation of an LTE eNodeB-based drone operation was presented in [4] , where a remote radio head (RRH) was deployed on an off-the-shelf helikite. The helikite was tethered to a truck carrying the baseband unit (BBU), and optical fiber is used for the fronthaul. This tethered helikite design is due to the nonexistence of drones that are specifically designed to operate as drone-BSs. Drones are 2 The classification of drones is a rather involved task due to their variety [7, Ch. 5] . However, in this context, the term "low-altitude" is used to differentiate the drone-BSs from the high altitude platforms (HAPs) operating over 20 km. Figure 1 . Multi-tier drone-cell networks can be used for many scenarios: j providing service to rural areas (macro-drone-cell); k deputizing for a malfunctioning BS (macro-drone-cell); l serving users with high mobility (femto-drone-cell); m assisting a macrocell in case of RAN congestion (pico-drone-cell); n assisting a macrocell in case of core network congestion (macro-drone-cell); o providing additional resources for temporary events (e.g., concerts and sports events); p providing coverage for temporary blind spots; q reducing energy dissipation of sensor networks by moving toward them (femto-drone-cell). Drone-BSs would have unique requirements that can benefit from special-purpose designs, such as long-time hovering, long endurance, robustness against turbulence, minimum wingspan allowing multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), and provision of energy for transmission (in addition to flying). For instance, a hybrid-drone can be designed with vertical takeoff capability of rotorcrafts and with collapsible wings (equipped with MIMO antenna elements and solar panels for energy harvesting), which can be unfolded for efficient gliding.
Designing the payload of drone-BSs is as important as determining their mechanics, such as size, aerodynamics, and maximum take-off weight [7, Ch. 9] . For efficient usage of the limited volume, weight, and energy of drone-BSs, the payload can vary according to the scenario. Several possible drone-cell configurations are listed below.
Drone-relay (Drolay): Compared to small-or macro-BSs, relays require less processing power, because their RRH may be relatively simple, and they may not require an onboard BBU. Hence, they operate with light payloads, that is, additional equipments to the ones required for a drone's own operation, and potentially consume less power. The size and weight of RAN nodes may not be critical for terrestrial HetNets; however, a lighter payload improves endurance and decreases capital and operational expenditure (CAPEX and OPEX) significantly in drone-cell operations.
Small-drone-BS: They resemble terrestrial small-BSs with wireless backhaul. If a reliable wireless fronthaul can be maintained despite the mobility of drone-BSs, its advantage is twofold: First, it alleviates the weight and processing power required for an onboard BBU. Second, if combined with C-RAN, it can allow cooperation. C-RAN is useful particularly for dense HetNets [2] , or when a fleet of drone-BSs are deployed. Scenarios l , m , p , and q in Fig. 1 exemplify potential usage.
Macro-drone-BS: They resemble terrestrial macro-BSs with wireless backhaul. They can be deployed for longer endurance, broader coverage, or increased reliability of the network, for example, j , n , and o (Fig. 1) . BBU can be included if a reliable wireless backhaul exists. Since coverage is strongly related to altitude and power, macro-drone-BSs may have a larger size, which allows more payload (e.g., medium-altitude long-endurance drones) [7, Ch. 113] .
In addition to the discussion above, efficient drone-cell design can be enhanced by advancements on low-cost and lightweight energy harvesting, high-efficiency power amplifiers, beyond visual LOS operations, and alternative fuels, to name a few.
Backhaul/Fronthaul Connection: In terrestrial networks, wireless backhaul/fronthaul is considered when fiber connectivity is unaffordable (e.g., dense HetNets or rural BSs). However, it is inevitable for multi-tier drone-cell networks. FSO and mmWave are promising for their high rate and low spectrum cost. However, their reliability and coverage are limited, especially for inclement weather conditions [9, 10] . Although mobility of drone-cells help maintains LOS, it necessitates robustness against rapid channel variations.
Placement: Terrestrial BSs are deployed based on long-term traffic behavior and over-engineering when necessary. However, drone-cells require quick and efficient placement. Therefore, it is of critical importance to determine the parameters affecting a drone-cell's performance, such as its altitude, location, and trajectory, based on the network demands [1, 11] . For instance, if a drone-cell is utilized to release congestion in RAN within a congested cell, the target benefit is to offload as many users as needed to the dronecell [1] . Particularly, if the congestion is at the cell edge, the drone-cell can be placed right on top of the users there. On the other hand, if the congestion is at the backhaul, some of the most popular contents can be cached in a drone-cell for content-centric placement. Moreover, placement of multi-tier drone-cell networks requires integrated evaluation of many other challenges.
chAllenGes of MultI-tIer drone-cell networks
There are additional challenges of multi-tier drone-cell networks. Although these challenges are similar to those of terrestrial HetNets, the particular details related to drone-cells are discussed here.
Physical layer signal processing: The link between the drone-cell and terrestrial nodes (i.e., air-to-ground links) has different characteristics than terrestrial channels [1, 12] . However, the research on air-to-ground links is not mature, and the proposed channel models vary depending on factors such as temperature, wind, foliage, near-sea environments, urban environments, and the aircraft used for measurement campaigns, to name a few. For instance, higher ground speed causes rapid variation of spatial diversity; users at different locations with respect to the drone-BS can have different channel characteristics simultaneously [12] . Therefore, designing robust signaling mechanisms with strict energy constraints of drone-BSs is challenging.
Interference dynamics: Drone-cells in proximity can suffer from co-channel interference for their air-to-ground links, and backhaul/fronthaul. Moreover, a drone-BS's mobility creates Doppler shift, which causes severe inter-carrier interference for RATs at high frequencies (e.g., mmWave). In HetNets, interference of terrestrial and air-to-ground-channels can decrease capacity. Therefore, advanced interference management schemes that consider the characteristics of airto-ground links and mobility of drone-cells are required.
Cooperation among drone-cells: The dynamic nature of multi-tier drone-cell networks requires cooperation among drone-cells for efficiency in radio resource management. In addition to that, drone-cells can cooperate to adapt to the mobility of the users to decrease handover, optimize power and resource allocation, and avoid collisions.
Infrastructure decision and planning: The number and assets of drone-cells (e.g., access technology, memory, and speed) to be utilized for a multi-tier drone-cell network depend on circumstances, such as inclement weather conditions, size of the area to be served, type of service (e.g., virtual reality, the Internet of Things), target benefi t of the network (e.g., congestion release, resilience, low latency), or service duration. Also, utilizing drone-cells with different access technologies can reduce interference and increase capacity of multi-tier drone-cell networks, for example, utilizing a macro-drone-cell with RF and small-dronecells with mmWave to prevent frequency reuse. Hence, InPs must have a fleet that can respond to possible scenarios. To optimize the fleet and construct an effi cient network, information sharing among all parties of the network (i.e., InPs, MVNOs, and SPs) is required.
Cost, lack of regulations, security, and air worthiness are among other challenges of drones. The vital point to consider is the effects of utilizing drones in highly sophisticated cellular communication networks, rather than using them for standalone applications such as aerial photography or inspection. Therefore, drone-cells require an equivalently sophisticated management system, which is discussed next.
the drone-cell MAnAGeMent frAMework
A drone-cell is not a one-size-fits-all solution; instead, it is tailored based on the target benefit. Along with the management of individual drone-cells, multi-tier drone-cell networks require active organization and monitoring (e.g., for nodes changing location or cells becoming congested). Three capabilities are required to integrate drone-cells with already sophisticated cellular networks.
Global information:
The information gathered by BSs alone may be inadequate to generate intelligence for managing drone-cells. Global information, including location, type, and habits
Programmability: Both drone-cells and network tools need to be programmed based on network updates. Moreover, sharing the resources made available by a drone-cell can reduce CAPEX and OPEX. NFV can provide these capabilities.
Control: Wireless networks must be configured efficiently for seamless integration/ disintegration of drone-cells, such as changing protocols and creating new paths. SDN can be useful to update the network automatically via a software-based control plane.
The current LTE architecture does not embody all of these abilities, but cloud, SDN, and NFV technologies can enable a more capable wireless communication system [2] .
enAblInG technoloGIes for dMf
In this subsection, we briefl y explain the technologies that increase capabilities of wireless networks and the interactions that are required to efficiently manage drone-cell-assisted wireless communications.
Cloud and Big Data: There are many ways to approach the problem of collecting and processing sufficient data (Table 1) in a timely manner for effi ciently utilizing drone-cells. A cloud for dronecells, consisting of computing power and data storage (Fig. 2) , combined with big data analysis tools, can provide effi cient and economic use of centralized resources for network-wide monitoring and decision making [5, 13] . If drone-BSs are owned by a traditional mobile network operator (MNO) (Fig. 2) , the cloud is merely the data center of the MNO (similar to a private cloud), where the MNO as an administrator can choose to share its knowledge with some other players or use it for its own business purposes. Alternatively, if the droneBSs are provided by an InP, the InP can use the cloud to collect information from MVNOs and SPs ( Fig. 2 and Table 2 ). In this case, it is particularly important to guarantee security, latency, and privacy. The benefi t of the cloud can be exploited better with a programmable (softwarized) network allowing dynamic updates based on big data processing, for which NFV and SDN can be enabling technologies.
Network Functions Virtualization: NFV alleviates the need for deploying specific network devices (e.g., packet and serving gateways, deep packet inspection modules, and firewalls) for the integration of drone-cells [5] . By virtualizing the above-network functions on general-purpose servers, standard storage devices, and switches, NFV allows a programmable network structure, which is particularly useful for drone-cells requiring seamless integration to the existing network (m in Fig. 2) . Furthermore, virtualization of drone-cells as shared resources among M(V)NOs can decrease OPEX for each party [6] . However, the control and interconnection of virtual network functions (VNFs) becomes complicated, for which SDN can be useful [5] .
Software Defi ned Networking: By isolating the control and data planes of network devices, SDN provides centralized control, a global view of the network, easy reconfi guration, and orchestration of VNFs via flow-based networking (m in Fig.  2 ). Specifically for cellular networks, a centralized SDN controller can enable efficient radio resource and mobility management [5] , which is particularly important to exploit drone-cells. For instance, SDN-based load balancing, proposed in [5] , can be useful for multi-tier drone-cell networks, such that the load of each drone-BS and terrestrial-BS is optimized precisely. An SDN controller can update routing such that the burst of traffic from the drone-cells is carried through the network without any bottlenecks [13] . Similarly, in the case of a natural disaster that causes the network to partially malfunction, network health information in the cloud can be utilized via SDN to route the traffic of dronecells through undamaged parts of the network. Because SDN allows updating switches simultaneously (e.g., for new forwarding rules), it allows faster switching between RATs [14] , which eases utilizing different RATs in multi-tier drone-cell networks. Furthermore, the architecture based on hierarchical SDN controllers for unified handoff and routing proposed in [14] can allow granular management of flows through dronecells. For instance, the handoff strategy can be changed to a more complex proactive handoff for decreasing the latency of flows from dronecells. Alternatively, DMF may collaborate with the mobility management entities for effi ciency; for example, a drone-cell can follow high-mobility users on a highway (l in Fig. 1 ) to reduce handover. For further exploitation of the new degree-of-freedom introduced by the mobility of drone-cells, the footprint of drone-cells can be adjusted to optimize paging and polling, and location management parameters can be updated dynamically via the unifi ed protocols of SDN.
busIness And InforMAtIon Models of dMf
In traditional cellular networks, an MNO owns almost the entire cellular network, such as BSs and core network, and sharing among MNOs is limited. However, future cellular networks may be partitioned between InPs, MVNOs, and SPs [6] . For instance, the high sophistication of drone operations may result in the drone-cell operator becoming a separate business entity, such as a drone-InP. Figure 2 represents a DMF with potential business and information models, and shows what is owned by these parties, and what information fl ows from them to the cloud. According to the model, all physical resources of the cellular network, including drone-cells, BSs, spectrum, and core network, are owned by InPs. The MVNO is responsible for operating the virtual network effi ciently such that the services of the SP are delivered to the users successfully. Note that in this model, perfect isolation and slicing is assumed such that an MVNO has a complete virtual cellular network [6] .
Compared to traditional cellular networks, more granular data is available, but it is distributed unless collected in a cloud. A brief list of information, which can be critical for the operation of the DMF, is provided in Table 2 along with its type, source, and usage [5] . The results of the processing are then used to orchestrate SDN and NFV for the purpose of integrating drone-cells in the networks. This mechanism is demonstrated later.
Note that such isolated business roles may Figure 2 . DMF mechanism and potential business and information model demonstrating partitioning of the traditional MNO into InP (cloud, server, drone-BS etc.) and MVNO: j collect and store global data; k process data for network monitoring and creating intelligence; l provide guidance for drone-cell's operation (placement, content to be loaded, access technology, service duration, coverage area, moving patterns); m reconfi gure the virtual network of the MVNO for drone-cell integration by SDN and NFV technologies; for example, introduce another gateway to handle busy traffi c and create new paths among the new and existing functions; n drone-cell assists the network; o SP can continue delivering services successfully. not be realistic for the near future. Instead, the role of an MNO may get partitioned into three actors: InP, MVNO, and SP. Since it will mature in the long run, this partitioning should not be considered as siloing, but rather specialization. Accordingly, unique pricing strategies and QoS monitoring requirements will likely appear for drone-cell operations. Although complex and expensive, drone-cell operations can increase revenues in several ways, such as enabling a leaner terrestrial network, service to high-priority users (e.g., for public safety), and continuity of challenging services even in cases of unpredictable high density traffic in areas with relatively insufficient infrastructure.
chAllenGes for dMf IMpleMentAtIon
Network management required for DMF involves the challenges of NFV and SDN. Slicing of drone-cells, isolation of the traffic of different MVNOs, migration of VNFs, virtual resource management, and scheduling can be listed among the major challenges related to NFV [6] . Regarding the SDN in DMF, the main challenges are providing a global view to the SDN controller, that is, scalability, efficiency in programming new paths, and communicating with different virtual network entities and application interfaces [15] . In particular, latency as a performance indicator is critical for drone-cells. Flow-and cloud-based networking are promising approaches to overcome these challenges [5, [13] [14] [15] . Flow-based networking requires advancements, such as developing new routing protocols, interfaces, and applications. The major difficulties associated with the cloud are centralizing the distributed data, providing security, determining the level of sharing while satisfying the regulations, and providing the power required for processing massive amounts of data [2, 13] . In this sense, real-time collection and processing of the data required to manage a drone's operation (e.g., tackling turbulence, avoiding collisions, tracking user mobility) is infeasible. Therefore, DMF is unlikely to alleviate the need for drones with high levels of autonomy [7, Ch. 70 ], but DMF can provide guidelines, as demonstrated in the following section.
A cAse study: 3d plAceMent of A drone-cell vIA dMf
Efficient placement is a critical and challenging issue for drone-cells. In this section, we propose an objective for DMF, meeting various demands simultaneously. Then we numerically illustrate the benefit of using DMF by comparing the results with the efficient 3D placement 4 method proposed in [1] , and show that DMF can split costs among MVNOs without detracting from the network benefit in a multi-tenancy model. Let us consider that a drone-cell, managed via DMF, is used to assist a terrestrial HetNet with the following considerations.
Congestion release in RAN:
A set of users, U, cannot be served by the BS because of congestion. The objective is to serve as many users from the set U as possible by the drone-cell. Let u i denote a binary variable indicating whether the ith user in U is served by a drone-cell with orthogonal resources. Note that U is determined by MVNOs based on the connection characteristics of each user [5] (Table 2) .
Multi-tenancy: An InP owns the drone-cell and sends it to the congested macrocell according to the intelligence provided by the cloud (Fig. 2) . This network structure allows sharing the drone-BS's resources, if desired, to maximize revenue and reduce OPEX. Assuming all users provide the same revenue (as in [1] ), the number of users associated with an MVNO and served by the drone-cell can be a measure of the revenue provided to that MVNO. Hence, the objective becomes maximizing the number of served users, as well as forcing the drone-cell to serve the target number of users of each MVNO. Then, if the total number of MVNOs in the macrocell is J, a J  1 vector v can be calculated, such that its jth element, v j , denotes the ideal number of MVNO j 's users to be served by the drone-cell. Also, the cloud must store the vector u containing u i , which indicates whether user i is served by the drone-BS, and the matrix S, which denotes the user-MVNO associations. S(i, j) ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether user i belongs to MVNO j , which can be known from the subscriber information in the cloud ( Table 2 ). Note that v is derived by cloud computing based on several factors, such as agreements between the InP and MVNOs, pricing, user mobility, requested contents, and the scenario (Table 2, Fig. 2) .
Green wireless communications: Λ represents the energy cost of users. Hence, the drone-cell can be placed close to energy-critical users, such as sensor-type devices or those in blind spots (p in Fig. 1 ). Device-type information is collected by the MVNO (Table 2) .
Content-centric placement/congestion release at the backhaul: κ i indicates if user i requests a popular and costly content (e.g., in terms of bandwidth or price), κ, which is cached in the drone-cell. Hence, the placement can be adjusted according to the content requirements of the users. Note that decisions about which contents are to be delivered depend on the short-and long-term data collected by SPs on usage, user habits, and so on ( Table 2 and Fig. 2 ). 4 The 3D placement concept is introduced in [1] because the probability of having LOS connection increases with increasing altitude, while at the same time, path loss increases due to increased distance. Therefore, an optimum altitude is sought after, as well as an optimal area to cover in the horizontal domain. Then a comprehensive placement problem can be written as
where |⋅| and ||⋅|| represent the cardinality of a set and vector norm operation, respectively; ω represents the weight of each benefit; p denotes the location of the drone-cell in 3-D space; Q(p, u i ), q i , and R i denote the QoS delivered to the ith user from the drone-cell at location p, the minimum tolerable service quality such as signal-tonoise ratio (SNR), and the required resources to serve the ith user (e.g., bandwidth), respectively. C represents the capacity of the drone-cell, and P denotes the set of allowable locations for placing the drone-cell, such as the allowed distance from buildings according to regulations, or the positions with LOS links to the backhaul/fronthaul node. Note that the weights among the benefits, ω i , can be determined based on their importance to the owner of the drone-cells. Determining ω i , v, and κ i , based on their importance to the owner of the drone-cells, is an interesting problem in itself. The generic problem in Eq. 1 is mathematically formulated in [1] by assuming ω 1 = 1, and the rest of the weights are 0. The air-to-ground channel model in [1] relates the size of a drone-cell to the altitude of the drone-BS. Therefore, both horizontal and vertical coordinates of a drone-BS must be determined simultaneously. Hence, an efficient 3D placement algorithm is proposed to find the optimal altitude, as well as an optimal area to cover in the horizontal domain [1] . As a result, a maximum number of users are covered with a minimum required area. In this study, 3D placement of a drone-cell is improved over [1] to allow and regulate multi-tenancy by DMF.
If single-tenancy is considered, only users subscribed to MVNO 1 are served by the drone-BS (as in [1] ). If multi-tenancy is allowed, users of both MVNO 1 and MVNO 2 can be served. In this case, it is important to regulate the amount of service delivered to each MVNO so that their agreements with the InP are not violated. Therefore, we assume that ω 1 = ω 2 = 1, and ω 3 = ω 4 = 0 corresponds to the case of regulated multi-tenancy with DMF, and only ω 1 = 1 corresponds to either single-tenancy, or multi-tenancy without DMF.
For a numerical comparison, assume that there are 30 users that cannot be served by a terrestrial HetNet. They are distributed uniformly and arbitrarily subscribed to one of the two available MVNOs. The QoS requirement for all users is the minimum SNR (100 dB maximum tolerable path loss). Also, MVNOs are identical, for example, in terms of their agreements with InP, user priorities, and QoS requirements. Therefore, v 1 = v 2 = 15, which is in favor of providing an equal amount of service to each MVNO. Hence, they can share the cost of the drone-cell equivalently. Figure 3 shows how the placement of a dronecell changes with respect to policies, that is, single-tenancy and multi-tenancy with and without DMF. The circular areas indicate the coverage of the drone-cell, and enclosed users are served by the drone-BS (i.e., their QoS requirements are satisfied). In the single-tenancy case, the coverage area is shown by the red circle, and a total of 6 users of MVNO 1 (users shown with blue squares 2, 4, 5, 8, 10, 23) are covered. Note that users 9 and 16 belonging to MVNO 2 are not served in this case. On the other hand, 10 users are enclosed in both the green and orange drone-cells with multi-tenancy. In the orange drone-cell representing the placement without DMF, six users belong to MVNO 2 , and four users belong to MVNO 1 . Hence, the resources of the drone-BS are not equally distributed as suggested by the cloud. That may reduce the benefit of the network; for example, MVNO 1 may reject the drone-BS's services. However, when DMF is considered, five users of each MVNO are served in the green drone-cell. At the same time, there is no compromise in the network's benefit, since the total number of served users remains the same in both multi-tenancy scenarios. Note that not only single-or multi-tenancy (red vs. green and orange circles), but also regulating the service among MVNOs changes the placement (green vs. orange circles).
In order to clarify the advantage of DMF, we compared single-tenancy [1] with multi-tenancy regulated by DMF. In Fig. 4 , 30 idle users in four different environments [1] are randomly distributed, and the results of 100 Monte Carlo simulations are averaged. It shows that MVNO 1 serves almost the same number of users (one to two users less in each case) when it shares the dronecell with MVNO 2 . In turn, the drone-cell's cost can be reduced by a factor of two. Moreover, the total number of served users increases (approximately 1.5 times), which means that more congestion is released from the network.
Although it has remained implicit due to the limitations of this article, the number of covered users can also indicate the amount of injected capacity, enhanced coverage, and reduced retransmission time in a congested scenario. Moreover, we have demonstrated the 3D placement of one drone-cell, although multi-tier drone-cell networks require additional considerations, such as inter-cell interference, cell density, cooperation of drone-cells, and green networking. Therefore, collecting data to define the problem in Eq. 1 and then analyzing it effi ciently requires a holistic and centralized cellular network rather than the existing distributed one. The better dronecells are managed, the more the advantages of their fl exibility can be exploited.
conclusIon Ultra-dense small cell deployment has attracted significant attention in recent years as an advanced radio access architecture to cope with extreme traffi c demands. However, the fact that such extreme demands can often be sporadic and hard to predict in space and time renders an ultra-dense deployment (which will end up being underutilized most of the time) highly ineffi cient and even prohibitive from a cost perspective. The multi-tier drone-cell network envisioned in this article is a new radio access paradigm that enables bringing the supply of wireless networks to where the demand is in space and time.
We discuss the potential advantages and challenges of integrating drone-cells in future wireless networks with a holistic and detailed approach from the mechanics of drone-BSs to potential applications of advanced networking technologies. Considering the fact that wireless networks are mainly designed for the mobility of the users but not the BSs, and that the drone-cell operations can be highly complex, we propose a novel drone management framework for efficient operation. We demonstrate the proposed DMF and its benefi ts via a case study, where drone-cells are utilized in wireless networks with multi-tenancy. Although the effects of user mobility are not shown here, dynamic 3D placement strategies will be particularly important for access technologies at higher frequencies, such as mmWave.
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